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ABSTRACT Electric vehicles (EVs) are poised to lead the transportation sector as the primary choice of
automobile due to their efficiency and environmental benefits. EVs with enhanced autonomy and reduced
pricing have become feasible in themarket, enabling a gradual transition for higher EV penetration. However,
electric vehicles require highly efficient and stabilized charging stations in urban areas to ensure the vehicle’s
charging time is not compromised. In this regard, the Vienna rectifier with a voltage-oriented controller
(VOC) plays a significant role in improving the power quality of the utility grid for EV battery charger
applications. The low stability of the battery charger’s output voltage and current is due to the trial-and-
error method used to select the PI controller gains. In order to improve the voltage and current stability,
the particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique is used to optimize VOC’s PI controller gains. The code
composer studio (CCS) platform integrates the PSO technique for EV battery chargers in the experimental
setup. The Vienna rectifier with VOC for EV battery charger is implemented using TMS 320F28337 digital
signal controller in the test board. Findings indicate that the PSO optimized VOC improves the output voltage
and current stability by 12% compared to the existing trial-and-error technique. Furthermore, the proposed
system is tested in an experimental setup that provides input current THD to less than 5% for different
load variations (up to 1.5kW) to meet the IEEE-519 standards. Results from simulations and experimental
setup verify that the proposed PSO-PI controller-based Vienna rectifier significantly improves EV battery
chargers’ output voltage and current stability.
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INDEX TERMS Vienna rectifier, voltage oriented controller (VOC), particle swarm optimization (PSO),
electric vehicles, charging stations.

I. INTRODUCTION20

Fossil fuels are widely used to power the existing transporta-21

tion sectors in the modern world, which increases pollution,22

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was N. Prabaharan .

noise, and global warming [1], [2]. Another key issue for 23

the existing transportation industry is the fast depletion of 24

underground petroleum resources due to the overuse of fossil 25

fuels and the rise in fossil fuel prices [3], [4], [5]. The rising 26

cost of fossil fuels, environmental pollution, and the finite 27

lifespan of fossil fuels have motivated automobile makers to 28
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investigate alternative sources such as natural gas, hydrogen29

gas, and biofuel for automobile applications. Among the30

different technological advancements, electric vehicles (EVs)31

have received considerable interest as an innovative means32

of transportation and are rapidly integrating into the existing33

transportation system [6], [7]. The average efficiency of an34

internal combustion engine vehicle (ICE) is 25%, which35

indicates that only 25% of the fuel is converted to usable36

energy, and the other 75% is lost due to heat and friction37

losses. In comparison, an electric vehicle has an average38

efficiency of 80% [8], but it has practical limitations in39

terms of overall mileage and refueling time compared to an40

ICE vehicle [9]. The limited range of EVs due to battery41

performance poses a significant challenge to their widespread42

adoption. Battery performance seems to be influenced only43

by battery technology, but actual battery usage and charging44

methods also have a significant impact. From this perspec-45

tive, the battery charger’s efficiency is critical to the battery’s46

overall performance [10]. Power electronic converters play an47

important role in ensuring the EV battery charger maintains48

high efficiency and stable performance. It has various param-49

eters such as input current total harmonic distortion (THD),50

power factor, voltage regulation, and filter design. These51

parameters are significantly high during nonlinear operating52

conditions. In order to avoid nonlinear operating conditions,53

various control techniques are proposed to guarantee that54

the stability of the system is maintained within the limited55

boundaries under different operating conditions. Even more56

importantly, due to the nonlinear operating conditions in57

the EV battery chargers, the input current harmonics are58

increased, resulting in a low input power factor. Conventional59

controllers and energy-efficient converters are widely used to60

reduce the input current THD less than 5% to meet the IEEE-61

519 standards and improve the power factor nearly unity at the62

utility grid for EV battery chargers. In this regard, the Vienna63

rectifier with a VOC has been chosen to provide input current64

THD of less than 5% and improve the power factor to near65

unity for EV battery chargers [11], [12], [13]. The VOC’s66

PI controller is highly dependent on the existing trial-and-67

error method to achieve a stable output voltage and current.68

However, the stability of the output voltage and current is69

decreased due to the trial-and-error method. As a result, the70

system operates with lower level of reliability under different71

load conditions.72

PI controllers are commonly available and known for73

their simplicity and adaptability [14], [15], [16], and due74

to PI controller’s effectiveness, numerous design tech-75

niques have been introduced apart from the commonly76

used Ziegler and Nichols technique [17]. Furthermore,77

to improve the performance of the PI controller, many78

tuning guidelines for the structure, control modes, system79

model properties, and anti-windup approaches of the PI80

controller are extensively developed [18], [19], [20], [21],81

[22]. The PI controller’s optimal for providing solutions in82

the power industry control system is to significantly reduce83

the issues encountered by the system parameters such as84

integral square error (ISE), integral absolute error (IAE), 85

rise time (tr ), starting time (ts), and peak overshoot (MP) 86

[23], [24]. The reduction in these system parameters helps 87

to improve the stability of the system. In this regard, the 88

researchers and designers always choose the new algorithm 89

that has less complexity, uses fewer parameters, and is more 90

efficient than the existing algorithms [25]. The existing trial- 91

and-error method of PI controller tuning techniques is inflex- 92

ible, unstable, and complex. As a result of the lack of knowl- 93

edge of mathematical models and trial-and-error methods, the 94

robustness of the PI controller is reduced, resulting in poor 95

controller performance. In order to address the periodic errors 96

in the output voltage, sliding mode controllers (SMC) are 97

implemented in rectifier systems for different load variations. 98

As a result, the total harmonic distortion at the input current 99

is maintained at less than 5% to meet the IEEE-519 standards 100

with linear and non-linear loads [26]. 101

Evolutionary computing techniques, artificial neural net- 102

works (ANN), and fuzzy logic are used to design the opti- 103

mized PI controllers. Due to the fast development of computer 104

power, the PI controller based on a computer is designed 105

within a short period. The tuning strategies based on the 106

optimization technique are more efficient than the existing 107

trial-and-error method due to their independence from system 108

dynamics and PI control structure [27], [28], [29]. Heuris- 109

tic algorithm-based optimization strategies used in control 110

engineering are one of the powerful ways of solving control 111

issues in a wide range of situations [30], [31], [32], [33], 112

[34], [35], [36]. These algorithms are particularly useful 113

in process control due to their simple structure, enhanced 114

optimization, and fast response. They are more effective at 115

solving complex optimization problems with many dimen- 116

sions than conventional optimization approaches. Because of 117

their adaptability, these algorithms are well-suited to con- 118

temporary classical design methodologies. Regardless of the 119

model order, these algorithms serve as a critical tool for 120

developing classical and modified structured controllers for 121

an unstable process model class. The genetic algorithm (GA) 122

[37] and particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique [38] 123

are the two key strategies commonly used in controller design 124

applications for optimization. Due to the intensive study 125

of various algorithms, the PSO technique has significantly 126

been improved for numerous industrial applications. As a 127

self-tuning algorithm, the PSO technique uses the Objective 128

Function (OF) provided to assist the algorithm in identifying 129

the optimum Kp,Ki, and Kd values for the process. As a 130

typical criticism of nature-inspired design approaches and 131

bio-inspired metaheuristics, it is often argued that they both 132

need modifications or adjustments in parameters prior to 133

optimization. The classical PSO technique, on the other hand, 134

contains fewer heuristic variables than the GA technique, 135

making it more straightforward for optimization. Therefore, 136

the PSO technique is selected to optimize VOC’s PI controller 137

in this study as a simpler technique. 138

This study mainly focuses on optimizing VOC’s PI 139

controller-based Vienna rectifier for EV battery chargers. 140
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FIGURE 1. Block diagram of three-phase Vienna rectifier with a TMS
320F28337xD.

FIGURE 2. The Park’s and Clark’s transformation voltage-oriented
controller.

The VOC’s PI controller is optimized with the help of PSO141

technique using MATLAB software. The findings show a142

reduction in input current THD of 3.27% to satisfy the IEEE-143

519 standard. Furthermore, the proposed PSO-PI-based VOC144

with Vienna rectifier for the EV battery charger improves the145

output voltage and current stability. The system parameters146

such as rise time and settling time values are 0.16 seconds and147

0.31 seconds, respectively, which is better than the trial-and-148

error method. Also, the peak overshoot value is 1.21% for149

the Vienna rectifier with VOC for the EV battery chargers.150

The system parameters such as rise time, settling time, and151

peak overshoot of output voltage and current are improved152

using PSO-PI technique for the Vienna rectifier with a VOC.153

Hence, the findings show that the proposed system outper-154

forms the existing trial-and-error control method in terms155

of performance [39]. In addition to the previous research,156

this research focuses on experimental validation of PSO157

technique for VOC’s PI controller to provide highly efficient158

and stabilized EV battery chargers. The prototype of the159

EV battery charger is designed and developed using a TMS160

320F28337xD control card on the experimental test board.161

The Code Composer Studio (CCS) platform integrates the162

PSO technique for EV battery chargers into the experimental163

setup. In simulations and real-time experimental tests, it is164

clear that the proposed PSO-PI controller-based Vienna rec-165

tifier significantly improves the output voltage and current166

stability for EV battery chargers.167

II. VIENNA RECTIFIER WITH VOLTAGE-ORIENTED168

CONTROLLER169

The Vienna rectifier is an energy-efficient converter used170

in various advanced industrial applications such as electric171

vehicle charging stations, telecommunication applications,172

FIGURE 3. PI controller structure in voltage-oriented controller.

FIGURE 4. The PSO optimized objective functions for VOC’s PI controller.

data centers, welding power sources, and electric aircraft 173

applications. It is often used as a front-end power converter 174

as it can provide input current with THD less than 5% and an 175

improved power factor at the grid side to satisfy the IEEE-519 176

standards. The Vienna rectifier also has high-power density 177

and high-power handling capability for conversion of AC/DC 178

applications. The block diagram of a three-phase Vienna 179

rectifier integrated with the C2000 microcontroller is shown 180

in Fig. 1. In this study, the Vienna rectifier is used as a 181

front-end converter with VOC for the EV battery charger. The 182

VOC is a highly efficient controller for EV battery chargers 183

compared to existing controllers with Vienna rectifier. The 184

Park’s and Clark’s transformation of VOC is shown in Fig. 2, 185

and the three PI controller in the voltage-oriented controller 186

is shown in Fig. 3. Park’s transformation helps to transform 187

input three-phase quantities such as phase A, phase B, and 188

phase C into two-phase stationary quantities (α and β). Also, 189

Clark’s transformation in the VOC helps to transform sta- 190

tionary two-phase quantities into two-phase rotating quan- 191

tities or reference frames (d-axis and q-axis). Similarly, the 192

inverse Park’s transformation and Clark’s transformation help 193

to convert the rotating two-phase reference frame (d axis and 194

q axis) into a stationary reference frame and the two-phase 195
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FIGURE 5. The Vienna rectifier with VOC’s PI controller. (a). existing system with a trial-and-error method (Highlighted in
green). (b). A proposed system with PSO optimization technique (Highlighted in blue).
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TABLE 1. Various applications using PSO technique for PI controller optimization.

reference frame into three-phase ABC systems, respectively.196

The existing trial-and-error method-based Vienna rectifier197

with a voltage-oriented controller helps to reduce the input198

current THD to less than 5% and improve the power factor199

at the utility grid side. In addition, the PSO optimization200

of VOC’s PI controller with Vienna rectifier for EV battery201

charger helps to optimize the gain constants of PI controller202

to improve the system’s stability.203

The synthesis of the PI controllers is mathematically 204

described by, 205

u (t) = Kpe (t)+ Ki

∫ t

0
e (t)dt (1) 206

where Kp is the proportional gain constant, Ki is the integral 207

gain constant, and e (t) is the difference between the set point 208

and the plant output. 209
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FIGURE 6. Flowchart of PSO technique for PI Controllers.

TABLE 2. Control parameters of PI controller with PSO algorithm [37].

The Kp and Ki gain constant values of the VOC’s PI210

controller are traditionally optimized with the help of the211

trial-and-error method. By using the trial-and-error method,212

the system’s stability has been reduced and it takes a213

long time to process the overall system operation in the214

numerical analysis and the experimental test. In order to215

overcome the problems mentioned above in the VOC’s PI216

controller, the PSO technique has been introduced. The PSO217

optimization technique helps to optimize the gain constant 218

values of the PI controller with a reduction in the overall 219

operation time. Consequently, the stability of the system has 220

been improved. 221

III. PSO CONTROLLER DESIGN AND TUNING 222

The PSO approach is an evolutionary optimization method 223

inspired by flocks of birds and schools of fish. It is often 224
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FIGURE 7. Cross-sectional Board view of Vienna Rectifier with VOC.

implemented in various engineering applications due to its225

superior computational efficiency [40], [41], [42]. The PSO226

approach converges faster and more consistently than other227

population-based stochastic optimization approaches, such228

as the genetic algorithm (GA) and ant colony optimization229

(ACO) [30], [31], [33], [43], [44], [45]. The PSO tech-230

nique is a time-efficient technique that identifies the system231

parameters and configures PI controllers in process control232

applications for various scenarios [46]. The PSO technique233

used in various industries is presented in Table 1. In addition,234

the output performances of EV battery charger are simulated235

using MATLAB, and the results are presented in Table 2.236

The three main stages of PSO algorithm can be explained as237

follow:238

• Evaluating the fitness value of each particle.239

• Updating local and global best fitness and positions.240

• Updating the velocity and the position of each particle.241

The following equations give the particle position and veloc-242

ity update for optimizing the PSO algorithm [47].243

V k+1
i = w.V k

i + C1.r1
[
X kpbest − X

k
i

]
+ C2.r2

[
X kgbest − X

k
i

]
244

(2)245

X k+1i = X ki + V
k+1
i (3)246

where i = index of the particle247

V k
i and X ki = velocity and position of particle248

w = inertia constant and C1 and C2 = coefficients249

r1 and r2 = random values and X kpbest and X
k
gbest = local250

and global best positions of each particle.251

This study’s novel or original contribution is optimizing252

VOC’s PI controller for electric vehicle charging stations.253

In this study, the VOC’s PI controller has been optimized by254

using the particle swarm optimization technique to improve255

the stability of the EV charging stations. Also, the PSO256

technique helps to reduce the input current THD to less than257

5% to meet the IEEE-519 standards and to improve the power258

factor near unity at the utility grid.259

One of the critical performance criteria in the design of PI260

controller is the error between plant output and the set point261

signal value. Using these criteria as the fitness function of262

the optimization method leads to a minimum overshoot and263

FIGURE 8. Experimental implementation of Vienna rectifier with VOC
using PSO technique.

FIGURE 9. DC output voltage for Vienna rectifier with VOC for the
transient condition during the load variations.

FIGURE 10. Three-phase input current with PSO technique, 650V DC
output, and 1131W.

FIGURE 11. Three-phase input voltage with PSO technique, 650V DC
output, and 1131W.

a considerable settling period. Typically, fitness functions are 264

derived from error equations. The fitness functions used in 265

this research work are integral square error (ISE) and integral 266

absolute error (IAE), and the equations are as follows: 267

ISEPI1 =
∫ t

0
[(vdref − vfeedback )(t)]

2.dt (4) 268

IAEPI1 =
∫ t

0

∣∣((vdref − vfeedback )(t))∣∣ .dt (5) 269

ISEPI2 =
∫ t

0
[(iref − ifeedback )(t)]

2.dt (6) 270
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FIGURE 12. Three-phase input current with PSO technique, 650V DC
output, and 1176.5W.

FIGURE 13. Three-phase input voltage with PSO technique, 650V DC
output, and 1176.5W.

IAEPI2 =
∫ t

0

∣∣((iref − ifeedback )(t))∣∣ .dt (7)271

ISEPI3 =
∫ t

0
[(iref − ifeedback )(t)]

2.dt (8)272

IAEPI3 =
∫ t

0

∣∣((iref − ifeedback )(t))∣∣ .dt (9)273

The cumulative objective function for the proposed PSO274

optimized VOC’s PI controller is275

Obj. function =
∫ t

0
[(vdref − vfeedback )(t)]

2.dt276

+

∫ t

0

∣∣((vdref − vfeedback )(t))∣∣ .dt277

+

∫ t

0
[(iref − ifeedback )(t)]

2.dt278

+

∫ t

0

∣∣((iref − ifeedback )(t))∣∣ .dt279

+

∫ t

0
[(iref − ifeedback )(t)]

2.dt280

+

∫ t

0

∣∣((iref − ifeedback )(t))∣∣ .dt (10)281

where, equations (4) and (5) represent the integral square282

error and integral absolute error for voltage controller,283

and equations (6), (7), (8), and (9) represent the integral284

square error and integral absolute error for current con-285

trollers in the VOC. The proposed objective function for the286

VOC’s PI controller is represented by equation 10. Based287

on the design and control system, engineers are able to288

develop fitness-specific functionalities. The fitness function289

used to monitor the optimization search affects evolutionary290

algorithms’ overall performance (convergence speed and291

optimization precision). To determine the optimal fitness292

function i.e., the objective function of the PSO technique,293

the optimization process has been conducted for the standard294

FIGURE 14. Input current THD for PSO-based Vienna rectifier with 1131W
output power.

FIGURE 15. Input current THD for PSO-based Vienna rectifier with
1176.5W output power.

FIGURE 16. Input current THD for PSO-based Vienna rectifier with
1215.5W output power.

two error equations (ISE and IAE) for different iterations 295

such as 100, 200, 500, and 1000 cycles. Table 2 provides a 296

detailed performance of Objective functions for PSO opti- 297

mized VOC’s PI controller. The integral absolute error (IAE) 298
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TABLE 3. Output performance of vienna rectifier for EV charging stations with and without PSO algorithm for different load conditions.

provides the minimum settling time, peak overshoot, and299

rise time among the two conventional objective functions.300

As stated before, any objective function could be used to301

optimize the PI parameters. However, the challenging part is302

reducing the rise time without increasing the peak overshoot303

value. By decreasing the rise time, the system will attempt304

to track the set point faster, resulting in higher inertia and305

a higher risk of peak overshoot value. With the help of the 306

best convergence values of integral absolute error, the optimal 307

time response (rise time, settling time, and peak overshoot) 308

has been obtained in all cases. 309

The PSO optimized objective functions such as integrated 310

square error and integrated absolute error of voltage and 311

current controller in the VOC’s PI controller for EV charging 312
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FIGURE 17. Overall control circuit: output voltage control with inner current loop.

application are shown in Fig. 4. The objective functions are313

optimized with the help of PSO technique in order to provide314

stable operation of an EV charging station. Consequently,315

PSO optimized VOC’s PI controllers provide regulated DC316

output voltage, maintaining input current THD less than 5%317

to meet IEEE-519 standards, and power factor nearly unity at318

the utility grid side. The existing system consists of a Vienna319

rectifier with a trial-and-error method of VOC’s PI controller,320

which is represented by Fig. 5(a) in contrast with the proposed321

Vienna rectifier with VOC’s PI controller optimization using322

the PSO technique shown in Fig. 5(b). and the flowchart323

of PSO technique for PI controller optimization is shown324

in Fig. 6.325

IV. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION326

The cross-sectional board view of Vienna rectifier with VOC327

and experimental implementation of the PSO algorithm-328

based voltage-oriented controller for the Vienna rectifier is329

developed using the TMS320F28837xD digital signal con-330

troller. In this study, the switching frequency is 50 kHz,331

which helps to design the input filter (inductor) and output332

filter (split capacitor) in the Vienna rectifier topology (refer333

to Fig. 4). The board view of the Vienna rectifier setup is334

shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The MATLAB code generated in335

MATLAB software has been encoded with the digital signal336

controller (TMS320F28337xD). The PI controller featured337

in the VOC is optimized using the PSO technique and the338

constant values (KP andKI) are encoded in the code composer339

studio software for the experimental implementation. The340

transient conditions of Vienna rectifier with VOC for various341

load conditions has been analyzed using MATLAB/Simulink342

software. The DC output voltage of the Vienna rectifier with343

VOC for a transient condition is shown in Fig. 9. The test 344

board has experimented with various load conditions and 345

different periods for electric vehicle charging stations. The 346

load used in this study is a resistive load (RL) for the exper- 347

imental validation. The output performance parameters are 348

recorded using a power quality analyzer. The input current 349

and voltage for the Vienna rectifier with PSO technique for 350

the 650V DC with 1131W and output power are illustrated in 351

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively. Also, the input current and 352

input voltage for the Vienna rectifier with the PSO technique 353

for the 650V DC output voltage with 1176.5W output power 354

is illustrated in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, respectively. According 355

to the experimental test analysis, it has been shown that 356

the input current THD is 2.47% which is less than 5% to 357

meet the IEEE-519 standards. The input current THD for 358

different load conditions is illustrated in Fig. 14, Fig. 15, 359

and Fig. 16, respectively. The experimental test with the PSO 360

technique is conducted for 1.5 kW output power for the EV 361

charging stations. The DC voltage at the output side using 362

Vienna rectifier with PSO technique is 650V which meets 363

the basic requirement for EV charging stations. The output 364

performance of the Vienna rectifier with the PSO algorithm 365

for three different periods of time in experimental test is 366

presented in Table 3. In addition, the overall control circuit 367

with Vienna rectifier with VOC controller for EV battery 368

charger in order to reduce the input current THD less than 369

5% and to improve the power factor at the utility grid side is 370

shown in Fig. 17. 371

V. CONCLUSION 372

In this research work, the Vienna rectifier with VOC is 373

designed and developed as an experimental setup for the 374
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electric vehicle battery charger. The PSO technique is used375

in this research work to optimize the gain values (Kp and376

Ki) of the VOC’s PI controller. The PSO technique optimizes377

the system parameters such as rise time and settling time is378

1.6 seconds and 3.1 seconds, respectively, which is better than379

the conventional controller (trial-and-error method). Also,380

the peak overshoot value is 1.21% for the Vienna rectifier381

with a VOC. The findings show that the voltage and current382

stability are improved by 12% compared to the existing trial-383

and-error method. The experimental test uses a digital signal384

controller (TMS 320F28337xD) with the Code Composer385

Studio (CCS) platform. The input current THD measured386

during the experimental validation is 2.47%, less than 5% to387

meet the IEEE-519 standards. In addition to the input current388

THD, the power factor at the utility grid is maintained at near389

unity. Thus, by utilizing the PSO technique for PI controllers390

featured in the VOC, the Vienna rectifier provides the DC391

output voltage of 650V and output current of 85Awith a unity392

power factor at mains and an input current THD less than 5%393

to meet the basic requirements for DC fast-charging stations394

and IEEE-519 standards.395
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